An TV-map Iterated Fuzzy Set System (IFZS), introduced in [4] and to be denoted as (w, <I>), is a system of N contraction maps w,; : X -*• X over a compact metric space (X, d), with associated "grey level" maps </ >, :
Introduction
We consider a special class of dynamical systems over function spaces which has been introduced in [4] and referred to as Iterated Fuzzy Set Systems (IFZS). An IFZS, to be denoted as (w, <t>), is a system w of N contraction mappings w,(*) '• X ^ X over a compact metric space (X, d) (the "base space"), with an associated system <J> of mappings (/>, : [0, 1] -> [0, 1] (the "grey level maps"). The IFZS incorporates, at least in part, the idea of set-valued contraction mappings over a compact metric space, developed by Hutchinson [9] and Barnsley and coworkers [l]- [3] , the latter referring to such systems as Iterated Function Systems (IFS). There is, however, a fundamental difference between the IFS and the IFZS. The IFS works with measures and a set of probabilities p, associated with the to, which act as multiplicative weights. The IFZS works with functions u : X -> [0, 1] and functions </ >, : [0, 1] -> [0, 1] which are composed with the u. From the viewpoint of image processing or pattern recognition, [3] Continuity properties of attractors for iterated fuzzy set systems 177 continuous with respect to the grey level maps 0,. Thus it is not possible to use the T operator (unlike the IFS case) to prove that u is continuous with respect to the </ >, maps. A main result of this paper is that we may bypass the use of the T operator and establish a "local" continuity of u with respect to the </ >, and u>, maps. Uniform continuity is sacrificed, but this is not a great price, since a continuous variation in u can still be produced by means of a controlled variation of the 0,. The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, some basic properties of IFZS are presented in terms of the IFS and grey-level map components. In Section 3 we derive a basic continuity property of fixed points of contractive maps. We then review the "well-behaved" continuity properties of IFS attractors and invariant measures. The rather trivial continuity property of an IFZS fixed point with respect to the IFS maps Wi is then shown. Finally, we show that the contractive T operator of an IFZS is discontinuous with respect to the grey level maps 0,. In Section 4, we define an appropriate "local" distance function for the 0, maps and derive the continuity of u with respect to a restricted set of $,. Section 5 is devoted to a further discussion of these results and suggestions for future research. Appendix A contains a brief discussion of invariant measures for IFS to help the general reader understand the IFS continuity results outlined in Section 3.
Preliminaries: Iterated Fuzzy Set Systems
In this section we introduce all the relevant notation and outline the salient features of IFZS. The reader is referred to We shall refer to s, as the contractivity factor of the map w,•: the contractivity factor of the IFS w is defined as s = maX| <,<yv s t . Let Jif(X) denote the set of nonempty compact subsets of X. The Hausdorff distance between two sets A, B e Ji?(X) is given by (Ji?(X), h) is a complete metric space. Given an EFS w, define the set-valued mapping w : J f (X) -» Jf?(X) as follows:
where w,(5) = {w t (x), x e 5}. As is well known [1, 9] , there exists a unique set A 6 Ji?(X), the attractor of the IFS, which is invariant with respect to w, that is, 
Now define the a-level set, [«]", of u e &*(X) as follows:
[u] a = {x 6 X : «(x) > a], forO < a < 1,
[M]° = {x e X : «(x) > 0} (the bar denotes closure). From properties (ii) and (iii) above, the metric space (Jf?(X), h) contains all a-level sets, 0 < a < 1, of all u e &*(X). We consider the following metric on
The metric space (&*(X), d^) is complete [7] . The pair of vectors (w, <J>) constitutes an N-map IFZS. Properties (i), (ii) and (b) will guarantee that the contractive operator T, to be defined below, will map &*(X) into itself. Property (iii) is a natural assumption in the consideration of grey level functions: if the grey level of a point (or pixel) x e X is zero, then it should remain zero after being acted upon by the 0, maps. Property (iv) will be explained below. We now introduce the following operator Let S'n denote the set of all contractive operators T corresponding to N-map IFZS on(X,d). A noteworthy property of these operators is the following:
Thus, when v = u = Tu,
which is a generalized self-tiling property of a-level sets for IFZS attractors. 
Continuity of fixed points and problems with the d Co n(&\x)) metric

Let (Y, d y ) be a complete metric space and denote by
a set of contraction mappings on (Y, d Y ). Now consider the following natural metric on this function space:
Note that the metric space (Con(Y), d Co n(Y)) itself may not be complete. Now let y f and y g be the unique fixed points of the maps / and g, respectively, that is, /Oy) = )>/ PROPOSITION 3.1. The following inequality holds:
1 .
Sf
, g),
where Sf is the contractivity factor of f.
of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0334270000010341 Inequality (3.3) implies continuity for the fixed point y f with respect to / , uniformly on the set of contractive maps in (Con(Y), d Con(Y )) with contractivity factors 0 < s f < s < 1. Such continuity would be useless when the topology induced on Con(Y) by dconiY) is such that every element / 6 Con{Y) is isolated, that is, there exists an e > 0 such that
denotes the e-neighbourhood of / . This is, in fact, the situation for IFZS attractors as we show below. However, in order that the reader may well appreciate the difficulties posed by the IFZS problem, we first review the basic "well-behaved" continuity results for "traditional" IFS attractors and measures.
Continuity results for "traditional" IFS attractors and invariant measures
The basic features of IFS with probabilities (IFSP) and their invariant measures are given in Appendix A. In the following discussion, it will be convenient to consider sequences of contractive IFSP, (w k , p k ), k = 1,2,..., where
Let s kj denote the contractivity factors of the w k j\ the contractivity factor of the IFS w* is then s k = max\< jsN s kj . We then define the following natural metrics for the map and probability vectors, respectively,
Using these metrics, the following continuity results were derived in [6] . 
After suitably defining the <S, , the result then follows from Proposition 3.1. Also let u k denote the fuzzy set attractor of (w*,
Continuity results for IFZS attractors Now let (Y, d Y ) = (&*(X), d x ) and
, then we consider T k to be equal to T h For example, the action of T k is unchanged when the w ki and associated <p ki maps are permuted. In analogy to the IFS case, cf. (3.7), it appears natural to choose the following distance function on Con{&*{X)) (see also [7] ), PROOF. Given an e > 0, let w 2 be such that <C(w,,w 2 )<e(l-Sl ).
Let T 2 6 £f N be the operator associated with the IFZS (w 2 , <J>i). Then
ue&'(X)0<a<\ '5'<W <<C<w,,w 2 )
Note that we have used the following property of the Hausdorff metric:
From Proposition 3.1, the desired result then follows.
In other words, with the grey-level maps fixed, the T k operators are continuous with respect to the IFS maps w ki in the d Con (&\x)) metric and continuity of the attractors is implied through Proposition 3.1. However, we now show that the T k are not necessarily continuous with respect to the grey level maps <p ki . We focus on particularly important subsets of Con(^*(X)), namely, those sections of &' N obtained by fixing the IFS maps w k and varying the grey level maps </ >*, one at a time. This theorem shows that, in general, the T operator is not continuous with respect to the grey level maps 0,. (The condition in (3.12) is not too restrictive. In fact, it omits only the rather special cases where each set Wj(X) is contained in the union of all the other Wj(X).) Unlike Proposition 3.4, however, we cannot guarantee, using the d Co n (&'(x) ) metric, that the d^, distance between two attractors u x and u 2 will be arbitrarily small by making the differences between the associated grey level vectors <t >! and O 2 sufficiently small.
. , N] define Ej.(T) c S^N, the "fa-axis" of & N at T, to be the section of&s obtained by fixing the IFS maps w it i € {1
As a final comment in this section, note that the lack of continuity does not contradict the property that the set of IFZS attractors is dense in the space (^*(X), d<») [5] . In this paper we are concerned only with IFZS having a fixed number, N, of IFS and grey level maps.
Continuity of u with respect to w and <t >
In the previous section, the inequality in 
We now examine the two distances on the right side of (4.5). Since Thus, (4.5), (4.7) and (4.8) imply that
and the desired result follows.
The following lemmas will be useful for the proof of Theorem 4.2, the major result of this section. We now come to the major result regarding continuity of IFZS attractor functions. 
Discussion
For practical purposes, e.g., animation or the inverse problem of fractal construction, it is desirable that an IFZS attractor u k 6 In order to remedy this situation, a "local" metric for the grey level maps with respect to an element u e J?*(X) was constructed. The continuity of attractors u k with respect to the (j> ki maps was then established, subject to some restrictions on their variations (Section 4). These restrictions are not too serious: the perturbation method outlined in Theorem 4.2 still allows freedom in the amount of variation in the <p ki . In fact, any additional regularity in the (j> ki maps, e.g., bijectivity, will allow even more freedom in the variation. However, the restriction that the values </>*,(l) be fixed is essential. It can easily be shown (along the lines of Theorem 3.1) that any 5-variation in this value produces an attractor u k whose d^ distance from u k is bounded away from zero independently of 8.
An even greater flexibility in controlling the u k attractors could be accomplished if the grey level maps </ >*, were functions of the base space variable x e X, i.e., (j> : X x [0,1] -> [0, 1]. As well, it may be advantageous to consider operators other than the T operator of (2.7) and, consequently, other metrics on &*(X) (in order to preserve the contractivity of T or to possibly guarantee uniform continuity of the attractors). Recently, in fact, we have succeeded in modifying the original IFZS method [8] . One of the modifications involves a new distance function which, in special cases, becomes the L\X) distance with respect to a measure /x on X. The attractors of this new IFS-type method on L'(X) are then trivially continuous with respect to the grey-level maps </>, . This new approach has been very effective in solving the inverse problem of function approximation and image representation.
